Hello awesome 6th graders!
Welcome to your science summer reading project!
You will Read the novel flush by carl hiaasen and then complete the
following project.
Do not wait until the last minute to start.
You will need at least two weeks to read the book and complete the project.
Be sure to do your best work, and remember that neatness matters.

6th grade science summer reading project
The owner of wildcat recording studios has asked you to create a cd playlist
of 10 songs that represents the novel, Flush, by carl Hiaasen.
You are to Create a written (not an actual) playlist of songs that
represents each of the following:
1. The setting
2. Rising action
3. Climax
4. Falling action
5. Resolution
6. your opinion of the book
7. Noah Underwood
8. Abbey underwood
9. Pain underwood
10. Dusty muleman
The list must be in the above order, written neatly in cursive, on a piece of
notebook paper, with the name of the element or character and then the
title of the song.
For all songs, you must include:
● The song’s title and artist
● The number, name of the character or element
○ Be sure to choose songs that do not contain explicit lyrics or
content

For the setting, climax and opinion songs, You must write A paragraph for
each about why you think the song represents that particular element.
○ Paragraphs must be written by hand, in cursive, on wide ruled
notebook paper, numbered according to the playlist. (Meaning
that if it’s #1 on the playlist, your paragraph is labeled #1, if it’s
#6 on your playlist, the paragraph is numbered #6, etc…)
○ Paragraphs should be listed and numbered in the order of the
songs on the playlist.
■ Helpful hints for paragraph writing:
● What about this song reminds me of this particular
element?
● How does this song relate to this particular
event/location or my opinion?
● What emotions does the song evoke? How does that
emotion relate to this particular element?
Create and design a CD Cover:
● Must be on 2 6”x 6” pieces of printer paper (one representing the front
and one representing the back)
● Artwork must be hand drawn by you
● No blank spaces may remain on the paper
● Must use colored pencil
● Front Must include title of the book (as the name of the band)
○ Student must create his/her own title of the album
● Cd cover artwork must reflect a scene from the novel
● Back side must include playlist. The list must be in order, with the
name of the element or character, title of the song and artist.
● Your name should be written in the bottom right hand corner of both
front and back artwork
Project should be stacked and stapled in this order (from top to bottom):
1. Rubric (with first and last name written on top line)
2. Playlist
3. Paragraphs
4. Front cover Artwork
5. Back cover artwork
Project is due the first full week of school, and students will be tested on
the book in class at the beginning of the school year.

6th grade science summer reading project Rubric
Flush by carl Hiaasen
Name________________________________________________________________

___________5 points Playlist neatly written in numerical order on notebook
paper
Paragraphs describing 3 specified songs
___________25 points one grammatically/mechanically correct paragraph per
songs that meets expectations outlined in project directions
CD cover
__________15 Meets expectations outlined in project directions
Presentation, Neatness
__________ 5 points Stapled in order/Neatness/rubric turned in with project
I promise that the project I submit was completely done by me.
_________________________________________________________________________
Signature of student
I promise that the project I submit was completely done by my child.
_________________________________________________________________________
Signature of parent

Late projects will receive a deduction of 5 points a day past the due date .

